


When a 
down on his 

luck pizza 
guy, get’s a 

phone call…



From an 
old friend…



He’ll embark on a 
perilous delivery…



500 Miles for a slice of 
Hiro’s Pizza

Below is the famous Double Spamapple (Double Spam and Double Pineapple) Pizza



*and consumed by cast and crew prior and during the production

8 minutes / Drama / 4x Pizza’s were used*



Bailey Galvin-Scott
As “Chance” 

At a crossroads, looking for a sign 
he’s going to be okay.



Haley Thompson
As “Lucy” 

Far from home and missing family, 
she’s searching for something to 
remind her of that.



Director’s Statement
And Bio

Director’s Statement: 
In a time where we are disconnected, I wanted to reconnect with 
people in my life that I may have neglected to stay in touch with. 
We’re all looking for someone or something to tell us it’s going to be 
okay, whether it’s a friend on the other end of the line or a pizza that 
that brings us comfort, we all just want to know that it’s going to be 
okay. In 2020, my producer Zach and I took a character/idea I had 
and polished it into what you see today, an impossible pizza delivery 
and two close friends finding each other again. With less than 10 
people on crew, a small window of time to make the film, early 
pandemic level conditions and some experimenting with movie 
magic, we managed to pull together a film that was not only safe but 
a blast to make and really makes you want pizza. 
 
 
Bio: 
Born in San Francisco, raised in Colorado, schooled in Boston and 
now based in Los Angeles, Derek's work embodies his Filipinx 
identity, living between two different worlds everyday. His work 
seeks to entertain, educate and explore unspoken characters in 
unknown worlds. Currently, Derek is working on a web series, a 
podcast, helps make videos at BuzzFeed and volunteers with 
Tuesday Night Project in Little Tokyo.



DIY and Classic Filmmaking Techniques were used 
to capture the driving sequences

Movie Magic





was made by these fine folks!

Hiro’s Pizza

Derek Aiello - Writer/Director 
Zach Zahorik - Producer/Visual Effects 
Evan Vaughn - Director of Photography/Music 
Bailey Galvin-Scott - “Chance” 
Haley Thompson - “Lucy" 
Katie Z. Langton - Editor/Colorist 
Kris Saldaña - Production Designer 
Kelly Duong - 1st AC/Grip 
Dane Fogdall - Additional Music 
Sophie Wang - Poster Design


